Chapter: 3318
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

He secretly screamed in his heart, and for a moment felt that it was
wrong to sign this contract.
Where did Yang Ning sense the director’s emotions, she sneered, stared
at An Tianxiang’s face with disdain, and said with a stiff mouth: “If you
are happy or not, you don’t care anyway. You are testing me again, and
you are monitoring me, Don’t you think something will happen to me
and Yang Qingfeng?”
The aggressive words were like a knife stabbed into An Tianxiang’s
chest.
Why is there such a feeling, and why, why is it so uncomfortable, these
emotions he once interpreted as a kind of anger, but now it is like a
feeling of caring, after being easily crushed by others, endless
emptiness and loss.
An Tianxiang pursed his lips, obviously not wanting to talk about these
things here, he looked away and let go of his hand.
“There’s nothing to explain, but it’s just a business trip with you, you
can have such a big fire, I know how much you hate me.”
Glancing at Yang Ning coldly, An Tianxiang took a few steps forward,
brushed his shoulders against hers, opened the door and went out,
slamming the door directly.
For a while, the lounge fell into silence. The director looked at Yang
Qingfeng, who had not said a word, and Yang Ning, who was silent,
and felt only endless helplessness in his heart.
What the hell is this!
It’s a good love show, but this time it’s going to be a darker face than
anyone else!
“Well… you should cultivate your relationship first, and I will call you
again when you board the plane.”
The director didn’t know how to comfort the two of them. The dull
atmosphere in the lounge made him even more suffocated. He sighed
deeply and called Xiaodong out of the lounge together, freeing up
space for the two of them.
In the silent atmosphere, Yang Ning’s face was gloomy and uncertain.
She glanced at Yang Qingfeng in the distance, and the shadows from
her hair covered his eyes.
“Anything you want to ask me?”
Suddenly, Yang Qingfeng turned his face to look at Yang Ning. In his
dark eyes, there was only a little bit of loneliness, and the rest of his
emotions were blank.
“It’s not a big deal, nothing to ask, just prepare for the show.”
Instead of blaming him like An Tianxiang, nor comforting him as
before, Yang Ning just treated him calmly with his indifference.
The more this is the case, the more it shows that she has taken this
incident to heart.
“Okay, I’ll prepare the show well.”
She didn’t intend to say, so why should she continue to ask, whether it
was anger or sadness, she could never occupy the slightest part of her
emotions.
Listening to what he said, Yang Ning lowered his eyes and glanced at
him, his heart became a mess, and then he opened the door and walked
out.
Time passed by minute by minute, and after ten minutes, it was finally
time for the plane to take off. Yang Ning and the large army gathered
together and boarded the plane one after another.
As soon as they got on the plane, Yang Ning and Yang Qingfeng
planned to sit separately, but the director insisted that they sit together,
and told them with great certainty that An Tianxiang had already
changed his schedule and would not disturb the recording of the
program. .
Originally, it was fine that the director didn’t say this, but when he said
this, Yang Ning’s mood became even lower.
She absentmindedly changed her position to Yang Qingfeng’s side, and
the irritable mood just now calmed down.
Not long after An Tianxiang left, Yang Ning went to the director
because she didn’t understand what he meant by “just taking the same
plane for a business trip”.
After getting the director’s answer again, Yang Ning was silent for a
moment.
It turned out that An Tianxiang directly contacted their program team
just after flying back from Japan, and wanted to fly to Hong Kong with
them. The reason was not to monitor her, but just because he wanted
to transfer to Hong Kong to discuss the project.
The director said that An Tianxiang looked very lonely after telling him
that he planned to fly away on another flight. He guessed that An
Tianxiang just wanted to see her as soon as possible.

